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Abstract

Introduction:We examined networks of tau connectivity between brain regions based

on correlations of their [18F]flortaucipir positron emission tomography (PET) uptake to

evaluate sex-specific differences in brain-wide tau propagation.

Methods: PET data of clinically normal and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) subjects

from theAlzheimer’sDiseaseNeuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)were used to examine dif-

ferences in network architectures across the groups.

Results:The tau-based network architecture resembled progression of tauopathy from

Braak stage I to VI regions. Compared to men, women had higher network density and

an increased number of direct regional connections in co-occurrence with increased

brain-wide tau burden, particularly at MCI. Several regions, including superior parietal

lobe and parahippocampus served as connecting bridges between communities at dif-

ferent Braak stages.

Discussion:Network characteristics inwomenmay favor an accelerated brain-wide tau

spread leading to a higher tau burden in women than men with MCI with implications

for the greater female preponderance in Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Accumulating evidence suggests a prion-like spread of tauopathy,1-5

which may drive the sequential involvement of affected regions that

was first categorized at autopsy as Braak staging, ranging from stage

I to stage VI.6,7 An increasing number of in vivo human imaging stud-

ies have demonstrated evidence of tau propagation through function-

ally (also possibly anatomically) connected regions.8-11 Although the
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prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is higher in women than in

men,12-16 sex differences in tau spread are not fully understood. A

recent study by Buckley and colleagues found that clinically normal

amyloid beta–positive (A𝛽+) women exhibited higher entorhinal cor-

tical tau accumulation than men.17 In another study, Hohman and

colleagues18 found a stronger association between APOE 𝜀4 genotype

and cerebrospinal fluid tau in women when compared with men. It

is possible that sex differences may thus influence tau propagation
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pathways. If there are sex-specific differences in tau propagation, this

would lead to differential regional tau accumulations.

The brain can be modeled as a network of functionally,19

structurally,20 and metabolically21 connected regions. We applied

a graph theoretical approach to regional [18F]flortaucipir positron

emission tomography (PET) signals to examine tau propagation path-

ways by generating networks of brain regions with correlated tau

signals.8 Several network metrics were used to characterize the archi-

tecture or topology of the tau-based networks and determine how

they mirror the Braak staging. Subsequently, we used these metrics

to test for differences in network topology between men and women

across diagnostic groups.We hypothesized that these differences may

explain sex differences in tau burden and contribute to sex differences

in the prevalence of AD.

2 METHODS

2.1 Study population

Data were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Ini-

tiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). This studywas approved by

the Institutional Review Board of Vanderbilt University Medical Cen-

ter (IRB#181429). ADNIwas launched in 2003 as a public-private part-

nership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. Demo-

graphic, clinical, and imaging data for this study were collected from

462 ADNI subjects22 including clinically normal with and without sub-

jective cognitive decline (CN ± SCD; 123 male and 178 female) and

mild cognitive impairment patients, including early and latemild cogni-

tive impairment (MCI; 101 male and 59 female). We chose all subjects

who had tau scans at the time of download. Other data included age,

cognitive performance, APOE 𝜀4 status, and A𝛽-positivity status. Sub-

jects’ data and the associated p-values for between-group differences

are summarized in Table 1. In both CN and MCI groups, women were

significantly younger thanmen. TheCN-to-MCI decline inMini-Mental

Status Examination (MMSE) scores was significant for both men and

women.MCI women had a significantly higher number of APOE 𝜀4 car-

riers than CNwomen. In addition, MCI women had a higher number of

A𝛽-positive scans than CN women. However, this difference was only

marginally significant (p= .06).

2.2 Data acquisition and pre-processing

All ADNI [18F]flortaucipir scans were acquired at participating sites

following the standardized ADNI protocol (adni.loni.usc.edu) for PET

imaging. Briefly, an injection of 370MBq ± 10% of radiotracer was fol-

lowed by a 30-minute (6× 5minute frames) PET acquisition starting at

75-to-105 minutes after the injection of [18F]flortaucipir. The tempo-

ral frameswere uploaded fromeachADNI site to theUSC’s Laboratory

ofNeuroimagingADNIdatabase (LONI)where theywere coregistered,

averaged, and smoothed to obtain an isotropic resolution of 8 mm full

width at half maximum (FWHM). Each subject’s native-spaceMRI scan

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: We reviewed the literature using tra-

ditional resources including PubMed, Google Scholar,

and conference presentations. Sex-specific differences in

brain-wide tau propagation are not fully understood. We

examined networks of tau connectivity between brain

regions based on correlations of their tau–positron emis-

sion tomography (PET) signal to evaluate sex-specific dif-

ferences in brain-wide tau propagation.

2. Interpretation: Network characteristics in women may

favor an accelerated brain-wide tau spread leading to

higher tau burden in women than men, with implications

for the greater female preponderance in Alzheimer’s dis-

ease (AD) diagnosis.

3. Future directions: Future studies should explore other

biological and genetic factors that may influence the sex-

based differences in tau propagation.

was segmented and parcellated to 62 cortical and subcortical regions

by LONI, which uses FreeSurfer (version 5.3.0) for theMPRAGE image

segmentation and parcellation and calculates the mean flortaucipir

uptakevalues fromthecoregisteredPETscans. Table2provides a list of

these regions and their corresponding assignment to the Braak stages

I to VI. The PET uptake values were also corrected by the LONI team

for partial volume effect using the Geometric Transfer Matrix (GTM)

approach.23 The partial volume corrected standardized uptake value

ratios (SUVRs) from these regions, and several FreeSurfer-based refer-

ence regions were downloaded from the ADNI archive. Although the

downloaded uptake values are intensity normalized (ie, SUVR), ADNI

recommends users to conduct an additional intensity normalization

with one of their FreeSurfer-defined reference regions. We selected

the inferior cerebellar gray matter uptake reference region to reduce

the influence of dorsal cerebellar off-target binding of flortaucipir. The

template for the inferior cerebellar grey matter and flortaucipir imple-

mentation has been described by Diedrichsen24 and implemented for

flortaucipir reference region by Baker et al.25

2.3 Network generation and analysis

Using MATLAB 2018 (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA), networks of tau-

connected brain regions (represented as nodes in a network model)

were constructed by calculating the Pearson’s correlation matrix of

regional PET SUVRs across subjects similar to previous approaches.8

Each matrix element represents the correlation between two regions’

SUVRvalues (representedasedges in anetworkmodel) across subjects

with a value between 0 and 1.

Nodes and edges associated with each group were imported into

Gephi (version 0.9.2)26 to generate each group’s tau-connectivity
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TABLE 1 Subject characteristics by sex and clinical diagnosis group and pairwise comparison between groups

Variables CN-women CN-men MCI-women MCI-men

N= 179 N= 123 N= 59 N= 101

Age (years) (mean± SD) 74± 7 77± 8 73± 8 76± 7

APOE 𝜀4 carriers (%) 56 (32%) 34 (28%) 31 (53%) 37 (37%)

MMSE (mean± SD) 29.1± 1.3 28.8± 1.5 26.6± 3.8 27.1± 3.8

A𝛽 positivity (%) 67 (38%) 47 (38%) 31 (53%) 47 (47%)

Pairwise comparison of between groups

CN-men vs.

CN-women

MCI-men

versus

MCI-

women

CN-men

versus

MCI-men

CN-women

vs.MCI-

women

Age 0.001* 0.02* 0.85 0.78

APOE 𝜀4 carriers 0.54 0.08 0.22 0.01*

MMSE 0.053 0.15 <0.001* <0.001*

A𝛽 positivity 0.97 0.57 0.28 0.06

p-value significance codes: 0 ‘*’ .05.
APOE 𝜀4, apolipoprotein E 𝜀4 allele; A𝛽 , amyloid beta; CN, clinically normal; MCI, mild cognitive impairment;MMSE,Mini-Mental State Examination.

TABLE 2 Brain regions used for the construction of tau-based networks (columns 1, 3) and their associated Braak staging (columns 2, 4)

Region (left, right) Braak stage Region (left, right) Braak stage

Entorhinal (L,R) I Medial orbitofrontal (L,R) V

Hippocampus (L,R) II Superior temporal (L,R) V

Parahippocampus (L,R) III Superior parietal (L,R) V

Fusiform gyrus (L,R) III Precuneus (L,R) V

Lingual gyrus (L,R) III Banks of superior temporal sulcus (L,R) V

Amygdala (L,R) III Nucleus accumbens (L,R) V

Middle temporal (L,R) IV Pars opercularis (L,R) V

Caudal anterior cingulate (L,R) IV Lateral occipital (L,R) V

Rostral anterior cingulate (L,R) IV Parietal supramarginal (L,R) V

Posterior cingulate (L,R) IV Inferior parietal (L,R) V

Isthmus cingulate (L,R) IV Pericalcarine cortex (L,R) VI

Insular cortex (L,R) IV Precentral gyrus (L,R) VI

Inferior temporal (L,R) IV Postcentral gyrus (L,R) VI

Temporal pole (L,R) IV Paracentral lobule (L,R) VI

Superior frontal (L,R) V Cuneus (L,R) VI

Rostral middle frontal V

Regions from left and right hemispheres were included as separate network nodes.

network. Initially we had chosen a fixed cutoff threshold applied to

the correlation matrices from all four groups to reduce the number

of edges by eliminating those with low correlations. This caused the

networks to have differing densities, which would make graph the-

ory properties difficult to compare between networks. To address this

issue, we determined for each individual network the highest cutoff for

the SUVR correlation values where the network was fully connected

(matched thresholds). All the graph metrics were reported at matched

thresholds.

Multiplemeasureswerederived fromthesenetworks.Onecommon

approach is to decompose the networks into subunits known as mod-

ules or communities, which are sets of regionsmore densely connected

with each other than with the rest of regions in the network. We used

the Louvain algorithm27 to detect network communities. We ran the

Louvain algorithmwith Gephi’s default resolution value, which is set to

1. The same resolution was applied to all four networks.We found that

this default resolution worked best in terms of unraveling the Braak

staging in the community parcellation of tau networks by partitioning
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brain regions into pathologically meaningful communities. Selecting a

higher resolution (finer partitioning), would divide the networks into

a large number of small communities typically consisting of individual

regions and their contralateral counterparts.

Connections between different communities occur through nodes

with high betweenness centrality (BC). High BC nodes can be thought

of as regions that influence connections between different communi-

ties (bridging nodes). In the context of tau networks, high BC nodes

may present regions that could facilitate the spread of tau across dif-

ferent communities. Other network measures included the weighted

degree (WD), a measure of the number and strength of direct connec-

tions of each node (from 0.7 to 1), and the closeness centrality (CC),

a measure of a node’s centrality in the network, where a higher nodal

CC indicates that a node is closer to all other nodes (less intermedi-

ate nodes). These centrality measures fall within twomajor categories,

radial andmedialmeasures.28 Radialmeasures (eg,WD)assess connec-

tions that emanate from or terminate at a given node, whereas medial

measures (eg„ BC) assess the number of walks (or pathways) that pass

through a given node. The Yifan Hu29 multilevel graph algorithm was

implemented to visualize the networks in a way that the PET-based

correlations between the nodes were encapsulated.

2.4 Statistical analysis

We used the R Statistical Software version 3.5.3 (R Foundation for

Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) for all analyses. We tested for

between-group difference in MMSE, age, APOE 𝜀4 status, and A𝛽 sta-

tus. The associated p-values for between-group differences were cal-

culated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for MMSE and age and the

𝜒2 test for APOE and A𝛽 variables (Table 1). Pairwise group differ-

ences in CC and WD between different groups were also assessed

with the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The nodal BC values of each group

were binned and displayed as histograms and their 95th percentile val-

ues were calculated as a measure of their tail-heaviness (more regions

with high BC) of the distribution. In addition to the graph metrics,

non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were used for simple pair-

wise group comparisons (CN-male,CN-female,MCI-male,MCI-female)

of [18F]Flortaucipir SUVR values within Braak I, Braak II, Braak III-IV,

and Braak V-VI regions without adjusting for any other variable. Then

a series of linear regressions were conducted to examine the asso-

ciations of tau SUVR values with sex while including age, diagnostic

group, APOE 𝜀4 status, and A𝛽 status as covariates. The A𝛽 positiv-

ity of each PET scan is determined by the LONI, which utilizes a sum-

mary region of interest (ROI) consisting of four cortical regions and cal-

culates the normalized weighted means of these regions by using the

whole cerebellum as reference region. LONI uses a threshold of 1.1 on

all florbetapir PET scans to determine the A𝛽 positivity and 1.08 for

A𝛽-PET scans that were conducted with florbetaben. Two additional

models (model 2 and model 3) were used to assess the interactions

between sex and age as well as between sex and diagnostic group for

predicting the SUVR values. We performed the Bonferroni correction

(p = .05/4) to adjust for multiple comparisons across different Braak-

stage regions.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Network structure and community detection

Each tau network consists of 62 nodes (brain regions) connected by

edges. Figure 1 shows the tau-based networks in CN-male, CN-female,

MCI-male, and MCI-female groups. The color of the node represents

the designated community (module) defined as a group of regions with

their tau SUVR values being more strongly correlated with each other

than with the rest of the network. The locations of the nodes in the

network are not random but determined by the strength of their PET

SUVR correlations. The visualization algorithm (Yifan Hu algorithm)

that calculates the nodes’ positions within the network does not have

any information about their anatomical locations or any other type

of structural/functional connectivity associated with these ROIs. The

positions of the individual nodes in the network are purely based on

PET signal correlations and do not have to map to their ROI locations

in brain or be consistent across the groups. ROIs that have higher PET

SUVR correlations with each other than with the rest of the ROIs con-

gregate with each other within the realm of the network as commu-

nities. These communities are depicted with different colors in Fig-

ure 1. Regions associated with early Braak stages congregate together

in the lower left corner of the network (community depictedwith color

black). Moving from the lower left to the upper right corner of the net-

work, the early stage Braak regions start to merge with the mid-stage

Braak regions and then the mid-stage Braak regions start to merge

with the late-stage Braak regions. In summary, the spatial arrangement

of these communities (calculated from cross-sectional PET images)

closely resembled the temporal progression of tau across the Braak

stages.

For the CN-male network, the Louvain algorithm detected three

main communities. The majority of nodes within the first community

were Braak stage I-IV regions (73%), whereas most nodes within the

second community were Braak stage V regions (65%) and all of the

nodes within the third community were associated with late-stage

tauopathy (40%Braak V and 60%Braak VI).

The networks in MCI-male and CN-female groups consisted of four

major communities. In these two subject groups, the (primarily) mid-

stageBraak regionswere separatedby thehemispheric locations of the

nodes into two distinct communities (depicted by two different colors

for left and right hemispheres).

TheMCI-female network had only twomain communities (meaning

lower modularity). These communities included the early to mid-stage

Braak regions (community one) and mid- to late-stage Braak regions

(community two). Table 3 lists the Braak stages identified in the decom-

posed communities (regions more densely connected with each other

than with the rest of the network) in CN-male, CN-female, MCI-male,

andMCI-female groups.
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F IGURE 1 (Tau-based networks in four subject groups): Each node represents a brain region. The position of each nodewithin the network is
determined based on the strength of its PET SUVR correlations with other nodes. Regions that have higher PET correlations with each other than
with the rest of the brain congregate to each other as communities depicted with different colors. CN, cognitively normal; hemi., hemisphere;MCI,
mild cognitive impairment

Overall, theMCI women’s network exhibited the lowest modularity

(lowest Newman’s Q) across a range of correlation thresholds and res-

olution parameter in Louvain’s algorithm. The details of themodularity

analysis are summarized in the supplement.

Across a range of explored thresholds (0.5 to 0.9), the CN-male

group exhibited the lowest and the MCI-female group had the highest

network densities (Figure 2A). The graph density indicates how close

the calculated number of edges is to the maximum number of possible

edges defined as n*(n-1)/2, with n being the number of nodes/regions.

Theminimumdensity atwhich thenetworkswere fully connectedwere

identified as 0.2 in CN-male, 0.22 (CN-female), 0.27 (MCI-male), and

0.33 in MCI-female. The highest cutoff values for correlation matrices

associated with these minimum densities were 0.68 (CN-male), 0.65

(CN-female), 0.70 (MCI-male), and 0.77 (MCI-female). All the subse-

quent graph metrics were calculated at minimum densities at which

the associated networks were fully connected (matched thresholds) to

enable comparison across networks with different densities.

3.2 Networkmetrics

3.2.1 Betweenness centrality (BC) in CN groups

Connections between different communities are influenced by nodes

with high BC. At matched thresholds, the top 95th percentile value
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TABLE 3 Braak—stages identified in the decomposed
communities

Group Decomposed community

SUVR

(mean± SD)

Braak

stage (%)

CN-Male Black 1.47± 0.31 I-IV (73)

V (27)

Green 1.47± 0.22 IV (35)

V (65)

Red 1.48± 0.21 V (40)

VI (60)

CN-Female Black 1.42± 0.46 I-IV (100)

Blue (left hemisphere) 1.48± 0.28 III (19)

IV (45)

V (36)

Green (right hemisphere) 1.51± 0.29 III (13)

IV (27)

V (60)

Red 1.53± 0.27 V (50)

VI (50)

MCI-Male Black 1.61± 0.64 I-IV (82)

V (18)

Blue (left hemisphere) 1.60± 0.53 II (16)

IV (42)

V (42)

Green (right hemisphere) 1.57± 0.50 II (16)

IV (42)

V (42)

Red 1.46± 0.24 IV-V (28)

VI (72)

MCI-Female Black 1.78± 0.75 I-IV (78)

V (22)

Orange 1.74± 0.77 III-IV (18)

V-VI (82)

CN, Clinically normal; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; SUVR, standardized

uptake value ratio.

of the BC distribution (across 62 nodes) was 0.06 in the CN-male

network and 0.07 in the CN-female network. In the CN-male network,

the left parahippocampus was among the regions with the highest BC

(BC = 0.12) and served as a bridging node between entorhinal cor-

tex and other regions, most notably those within temporal and pari-

etal lobes. The left supramarginal gyrus was the second high-BC node

(BC = 0.11), which served as a bridging node between the early stage

tau, mid-stage tau, and late-stage communities. In the CN-female net-

work, the right parahippocampus (BC = 0.06) connected the entorhi-

nal cortex with temporoparietal regions. The right fusiform gyrus (BC

= 0.11) and right lingual gyrus (BC = 0.08) were identified as other

nodes with the highest BCs. Only a marginally significant pairwise BC

difference were detected between men and women in the CN group

(p= .1).

3.2.2 Betweenness centrality (BC) inMCI groups

At matched thresholds, the 95th percentile value of the BC distribu-

tion (across 62 nodes) was 0.09 in MCI-male network and 0.05 in the

MCI-female network. In the MCI-male network, the left amygdala (BC

= 0.09), right parahippocampus (BC = 0.09), left insular cortex (BC =
0.094), and right superior parietal (BC= 0.1) were identified as regions

with the highest BC. The BC distribution of the MCI-female network

was distinct from the other groups by showing a large number of low

and intermediate BC values, with right parahippocampi and left amyg-

dala being among the regions ranked within the top 95th percentile

BCs. The histograms of the BC distributions and their associated 95th

percentiles at matched thresholds are presented in Figure 2B.

3.2.3 Closeness centrality (CC)

CC is calculated as the sum of the length of the shortest paths (min-

imum number of intermediate nodes) between a node and all other

nodes in the network. The more central a node is, the closer it is to all

other nodes, which may influence the efficiency of tau spread across

these regions. Figure 2C shows the CC box plots in CN-male, CN-

female, MCI-male, and MCI-female at their matched thresholds (high-

est SUVR correlation cutoffs for fully connected networks across). The

MCI-female network had the highest median CC (0.57 ± 0.14). Signif-

icant pairwise CC differences were detected between MCI-male and

MCI-female (p< .001) and CN-female andMCI-female (p= .007).

3.2.4 Weighted degree (WD)

WD indicates the number and strength of connections between a node

and other nodes. Figure 2D presents the box plots of the WDs in the

four networks at matched thresholds. The median network WD value

increased from CN to MCI, with the MCI-female network having the

highest average WD (19 ± 9). At matched threshold, significant pair-

wise differences were detected between MCI and CN in both male

(p = .003) and female (p < .001) participants as well as between the

sexes in CN groups (p= .025) andMCI groups (p< .001).

The computed graph metrics (WD, CC, and BC) from the CN-men,

CN-women, MCI-men, and MCI-women networks were compared

against their null models (randomized versions of the original net-

works) to ensure that these graphmetric valueswould not be explained

on the basis of chance alone.30,31 We generated null models of each

network using the Maslov-Sneppen rewiring algorithm.30 The graph

metrics WD, CC, and BC (the top 95th percentile of the BC distribu-

tion) of the original networks and their null models were compared by

using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Across all four networks, we found

significant differences inWD (p< .001) and CC (p< .01) between origi-

nal networks and their null models. In CN-female, MCI-male, andMCI-

female, we found significant differences (p < .033) in BC between orig-

inal networks and their null models.
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F IGURE 2 Network densities as a function of correlation threshold (A); the betweenness centrality (BC) histograms in CN-male, CN-female,
MCI-male, andMCI-female with the associated 95th percentile values of their distributions at matched threshold (B); and the boxplots of
closeness centrality (CC) (C) andweighted degree (WD) (D) in CN-male, CN-female, MCI-male, andMCI-female groups at matched thresholds
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3.3 Sex-specific differences in regional tau burden

Using simple groupcomparisonswithout adjusting for age,wedetected

30% increase (p < .001) in Braak I SUVR, 23% in Braak III-IV SUVR

(p = .001), and 16% increase in Braak V-VI SUVR (p = .002) from CN

toMCI in women. A lower magnitude of increased SUVR between CN-

MCI was observed in men. Here we detected 23% increase (p < .001)

in Braak I SUVR, 10% in Braak III-IV SUVR (p= .01), and 7% increase in

Braak V-VI SUVR (p = .02) from CN to MCI. In addition, we found sig-

nificantly higher SUVR values for women as compared to men both at

CN (Braak V-VI) andMCI stages (Braak III-VII).

The linear regression analysis showed that, across all Braak regions,

higher SUVR values were associatedwith sexwhile accounting for age,

clinical diagnostic group, APOE 𝜀4 status, and A𝛽 status. Significant

two-way interactions were found between diagnostic group and sex

in predicting tau SUVR values in Braak III-IV and Braak V-VI regions.

For other regions, these interactionsweremarginally significant (Braak

II) or non-significant (Braak I). We did not detect any interactions

between age and sex. Table 4 shows the summary of the statistical

analyses.

4 DISCUSSION

The tau network topology of women with MCI looked different than

the other three groups. Women with MCI stood out as having the

highest network density, characterized by a large number of direct

connections (highest WD and CC) between individual brain regions in

co-occurrencewith increased brain-wide tau burden. TheWD is a com-

monly used network centrality measure,32 and regions with high WD

havemore connections to other regions. In the context of tau propaga-

tion, high WD may be interpreted as a region that can rapidly encour-

age the spreadof its tauopathy toall other regions that aredirectly con-

nected with it (regions within the same community).

The more widespread increase of tau burden from CN-MCI in

women than men (see changes in Braak V-VI SUVR) may be explained

by comparing the MCI-female’s BC distribution with the CN-female’s

BC distribution where several key regions served as bridging nodes

between mid-late Braak-stage communities. These high-BC regions,

located at the tail end of the BC histograms, may play an early role in

the tau spread across wider brain regions (between different commu-

nities). We hypothesize that the presence of several high-BC nodes in

the CN-female group may favor an accelerated brain-wide tau spread

in women, subsequently leading to higher neocortical [18F]flortaucipir

SUVR values, particularly at MCI stages (Table 4). The dense MCI-

female network architecture is potentially a downstream effect of

the accelerated tau spread, which subsequently modifies the network

community structure by reducing the modularity (communities merge

together). These changes in the network architecture consequently

reduce the BC values of the previously high-BC nodes because these

regions are no longer needed to facilitate the spread of tau across

different communities. The similarity in the overall BC distributions

between CN-female and MCI-male networks may indicate that the

topological changes of tau-based networks in men occur later than

those in women. It remains to be determined whether the MCI-male

group will eventually (perhaps at a later AD stage) exhibit a dense net-

work of brain-wide tau connections similar to that observed in the

MCI-female network. For this study, we used standard centrality mea-

sures that were available in our software package. However, it is possi-

ble that tau spreadwould followadiffusionprocess. Therefore,we con-

sider using diffusion-based counterparts to closeness centrality and

betweenness centrality in future studies, as it may offer novel insights

into tau propagation pathways. The relationship between a node’s

centrality and its flortaucipir SUVR value is not straightforward. For

instance, we (and others, eg, Buckley et al.17) have observed high tau

SUVR in the entorhinal cortex (also see Table 4), which is a region with

relatively low centrality located at lower right corner of the network.

Moreover, the PET network is obtained from population-based cor-

relations (PET regional correlations across different subjects instead

of time series). This means that each node within a network is asso-

ciated with a single graph metric value (eg, WD) whereas the node’s

SUVRvalue varies across the subjects. Taken together, the associations

between centrality measures and tau SUVR requires a more compre-

hensive analysis, which will be the objective of future work.

The sex-based differences in the tau network topologymay indicate

differences in anatomical and functional pathways and the strength

of their associated connectivities that can contribute to sex-related

vulnerability for AD. Previous studies have shown that women have

structural33 and functional34 network characteristics that are differ-

ent from those in men. Neuroimaging studies have demonstrated a

modular organization of the brain function and structure, defined as

the ability to segregate the brain connectivity patterns into distinct

sub-networks. The modularity emerges early in life and refines dur-

ing adolescence where the structural and functional modules become

more segregated, presumably to develop the executive functioning

performance in youth.35 Measuring the diffusion-based structural con-

nectome of children and adolescents, Ingalhalikar and colleagues36

reported higher inter-modular structural connectivity in female than

in male subjects. Using diffusion MRI data, a study by Tunc and

colleagues37 examined sex differences in the modularity of the struc-

tural connectome by implementing the Louvain algorithm, which was

similar to our approach with tau networks. In their study, men showed

significantly higher modularity than women, which corroborates with

themodularity findings of our studywith tau-PET networks.Moreover,

a resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) connec-

tivity study with graph analysis by Zhang et al.38 reported higher

local efficiency and stronger clustering coefficient in men compared

to women. These findings were in close agreement with Ingalhalikar’s

diffusion tensor imaging -based graph analysis, which found a signifi-

cantly higher participation coefficient in women than in men. Low par-

ticipation coefficient (nodes’ preference to connect within their com-

munities) and high clustering coefficient (nodes’ tendency to cluster

together) in men suggest that their functional/structural brain com-

munities exhibit more segregation, whereas women have higher inte-

gration between these communities. Higher integration in womenmay

favor a faster propagation of tau, leading to our observed higher (and
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TABLE 4 Group comparisons of Braak I-VI SUVR values by sex and diagnosis and regression analysis

Group comparisons (by sex)

Regions Women SUVR Men SUVR p value

Women versusmen in CN

Braak I 1.69± 0.39 1.61± 0.36 .10

Braak II 1.34± 0.22 1.34± 0.21 .61

Braak III-IV 1.48± 0.20 1.45± 0.19 .22

Braak V-VI 1.54± 0.17 1.48± 0.15 .001*

Women versusmen inMCI

Braak I 2.19± 0.89 1.98± 0.85 .16

Braak II 1.66± 0.52 1.54± 0.45 .13

Braak III-IV 1.82± 0.70 1.59± 0.40 .008*

Braak V-VI 1.79± 0.57 1.59± 0.32 <.001*

Group comparisons (by diagnosis)

CN versusMCI inmen CN SUVR MCI SUVR p value

Braak I 1.61± 0.36 1.98± 0.85 <.001*

Braak II 1.34± 0.21 1.54± 0.45 .004*

Braak III-IV 1.45± 0.19 1.59± 0.40 .01*

Braak V-VI 1.48± 0.15 1.59± 0.32 .02

CN versusMCI in women

Braak I 1.69± 0.39 2.19± 0.89 <.001*

Braak II 1.34± 0.22 1.66± 0.52 <.001*

Braak III-IV 1.48± 0.20 1.82± 0.70 <.001*

Braak V-VI 1.54± 0.17 1.79± 0.57 <.001*

Regression Analyses

Model 1: tau SUVR∼ Sex+Age+DX+APOE+A𝜷 𝜷 (95%CI) for Sex p value for Sex

Region

Braak I 0.13 (0.08,0.19) .016

Braak II 0.06 (0.03, 0.09) .056

Braak III-IV 0.08 (0.05, 0.12) .011*

Braak V-VI 0.10 (0.07, 0.13) <.001*

Model 2: tau SUVR∼ Sex*DX+Age+APOE+A𝜷 𝜷 (for sex*DX) p-value (for sex*DX)

Region

Braak I 0.04(-0.002, 0.08) .35

Braak II 0.04(0.02, 0.06) .07

Braak III-IV 0.07(0.04, 0.09) .005*

Braak V-VI 0.06(0.04, 0.08) .004*

Model 3: tau SUVR∼ Sex*Age+DX+APOE+A𝜷 𝜷 (for sex*age) p-value (for sex*age)

Braak I 0.004 (−0.003, 0.011) 0.54

Braak II 0.003(−0.007, 0.007) 0.41

Braak III-IV 0.0007(−0.004, 0.005) 0.87

Braak V-VI 0.001(−0.002, 0.005) 0.70

Significance codes (Bonferroni-adjusted p-value .05/4= 0.0125): 0 “*” 0.0125.

CN, clinically normal; DX, clinical diagnosis group;MC, mild cognitive impairment; SUVR, standardized uptake value ratio.

more widespread) SUVR values for women in Braak V-V1 (CN) and

Braak III-VI (MCI).

Although sex difference in the brain connectome is present at young

ages, the developmental trajectory of sex-based differences as related

to aging and age-induced biological changes remains relatively unex-

plored. Compared to normal menopause, premature hormonal losses

before menopause are associated with increased risk of cognitive

impairment and dementia.39 Although early postmenopausal women
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with cognitive complaints show evidence of altered (functional) brain

connectivity,40 the associations between hormonal-related changes in

the overall (structural and functional) brain connectome and progres-

sion of tau in normal and pathological aging is not clearly understood.

Although we currently do not have access to specific medical infor-

mation to delineate hormonal changes in ADNI (female) participants,

future studies should explore relationships between tau propagation

and the hormonal milieu occurring after menopause, including age at

menopause and any use of hormonal supplementation. The brain is a

major target for circulating gonadal steroids, and the change in hor-

mone levels after menopause appears to have implications for cog-

nitive functioning. A number of clinical and preclinical studies have

linked hormones and cognition,41-43 and it has been hypothesized that

menopause has detrimental effects on cognition that are over and

above the expected effects of normal aging. Although the neuropro-

tective actions of hormones, such as estrogen, are related mainly to

A𝛽 production and clearance, some studies have shown that the phos-

phorylation sites in tau are influenced by hormones, including estrogen

and progesterone.44,45 Studies of tau density and spread in the years

after menopause could help clarify any potential effects of menopause

on the sex differences seen in this study.

Women have a lifelong advantage in verbal memory,46-49 which

is the most frequently used domain to diagnose AD. Women’s supe-

rior verbal memory skills may be a form of cognitive reserve and

explain why women show higher and more widespread tau bur-

den than men at comparable cognitive stages. Our tau SUVR find-

ings are informed by a previous investigation by Sundermann and

colleagues47 showing evidence of better verbal memory in woman

with amnestic MCI than men, despite similar levels of temporal lobe

hypometabolism. Moreover, their observed sex differences in verbal

memory was most evident at low to moderate neurodegeneration

(none tomoderate hypometabolism) but declined among individuals at

advancedneurodegeneration, suggesting that verbalmemorymay rep-

resent a female-specific form of cognitive reserve, which helps women

to withstand higher pathological insult (eg, higher tau burden) before

becoming symptomatic and crossing thresholds for diagnoses of AD.

Currently, relatively fewADNIADsubjects have tau scans. As the num-

ber of ADNI tau scans increases, future cross-sectional and longitudi-

nal studies will include networks from other clinical diagnostic groups,

including AD subjects, to determine whether the observed sex differ-

ences intensify over time and in AD.

Future studies should explore biological factors, such as differences

in the timing of themenopause thatmay influence the sex-based differ-

ences in tau propagation. Such work could advance sex-specific risk-

mitigation strategies including hormonal therapies, preventive inter-

ventions, and cognitive remediation. Our data support the findings of

sex differences in dementia risk and previous reports of sex differences

in tau accumulation. We further hypothesize that sex-specific differ-

ences in brain’s functional, neuroanatomical, and pathological organi-

zationmaymap into differences at neurobehavioral and cognitive level,

thus explaining differences in the prevalenceof neurodegenerative dis-

orders.
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